A ‘size meets cuteness’ relation in German vowels
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Sound symbolism is a specific form of cross-modal correspondence: Certain sounds become
meaningful when they are combined with other sensory information. Prominent types of such
sensory information are the rather easily measurable size and the more complex concept of
cuteness. However, to date, no combined account of size and cuteness and potential interactions
thereof has been proposed.
Size has been under investigation in multiple studies on sound symbolism during the last
decades, e.g. [1]–[4]. Across studies, it was found that open vowels correlate with bigger size,
while closed vowels correlate with smaller size. Ohala [5] assumed this finding to be derived
from the fact that smaller things typically produce higher-frequency sounds, leading to vowels
with pertinent characteristics to be correlated with smallness.
Cuteness as a concept can be understood as a more complex form of simple geometric shape,
as was the feature of focus in previous studies, e.g. [4], [6], [7]. Cuteness, especially from its
biological perspective as comprised in the so-called ‘baby schema’ [8], is a fundamental feature
of human perception and correlates, among other things, with size [9]. Research on Japanese
has shown that cuteness is also found as sensory information to be combined with speech sound
[10].
Bringing size and cuteness together, the present paper aims to establish a multidimensional
relation from small to big and from not cute to cute for long vowels of Standard German (i.e.
/aː, ɛː, eː, iː, oː, øː, uː, yː/), providing further insight into the nature of sound symbolism.
For this, a forced-choice task was conducted using OpenSesame [11] online. As auditory
stimuli, disyllabic pseudowords were used to control for potentially confounding lexical [12],
[13] and contextual [14], [15] effects. For both syllables of a pseudoword, the nucleus consisted
of one of the vowels under investigation, while the onsets of the syllables consisted of 12
combinations of /d, f, j, k/ and /r/. In total, 96 pseudowords, i.e. 12 per vowel, were used. As
visual stimuli, images of phantasy creatures [16] were used. For each trial, participants were
shown five differently sized versions of a randomly chosen creature. The task was to decide
which image version matched the audio stimulus of a trial best. As cuteness judgements most
likely differ by participants, after the forced-choice part of the experiment, participants were
again shown all creature images to judge them for their cuteness on a five point scale.
The size response then entered a generalised additive mixed model regression analysis as
dependent variable. Cuteness judgments, vowel quality, as well as several control variables
(e.g. coda consonants, phonological neighbourhood density) were introduced as independent
variables, while participant ID was included as random effect. Overall, /aː/ is considered bigger
than all other vowels, while cuteness judgement ratings do not show a significant effect on their
own. However, having vowel quality and cuteness judgements interact, a noteworthy pattern
emerges: For the open vowel /a:/ and for the close vowels /oː, yː/, the interaction reaches
significance. While the size judgements for /aː/ further increase with cuteness, the size
judgements for /oː, yː/ further decrease.
The 'size meets cuteness’ relation found in the present paper offers an insight to how
structures of sound symbolism interact with each other. Sound symbolism, while seemingly
simple when considering but one type of sensory information, manifests as an intricate
interaction when different types of sensory information are available. The present findings
contribute to the growing body of evidence for and the nature of sound symbolism and call for
the incorporation of multiple sources of sensory information where applicable.
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